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Contribution

❖ Paper presents a method that achieves

❖ Small Leakage

❖ Efficiency (Update and Search sublunar time in worst 
case)

❖ Until the time paper was written, None of the DSSE 
Schemes can achieve both



Leakage

❖ All existing DSE schemes leaks;

❖ Search Pattern: Hashes of keywords we are searching 
for

❖ Access Pattern: Matching document identifiers

❖ Size Pattern: Current size of the index (N)



Leakage

❖ Apart from the previous leakage, this method also leaks 
the document identifiers that were deleted in the past 
and match the document (No backward privacy)

❖ It still leaks way less than other methods



Compare To Kamara et. all.

❖ Our approach can achieve forward security. Kamara et. 
all cannot achieve forward security

❖ Update operation leaks;

❖ id, type of update, number of keywords in the 
document

❖ Kamara et. all also leaks which keywords are contained 
in the updated file



Efficiency

❖ Worst Case Search Complexity;

❖  

❖ Worst Case Update Complexity

❖  

❖ Space

❖  

O(k · log22N)

O(N)

O(min(↵+ logN,mlog3N))



Dynamic Searchable Encryption

❖ A dynamic searchable encryption scheme is a suite of 
three protocols

1. Setup

2. Search

3. Update



Setup

❖ (st, D) <- Setup(N, …)

❖ Client counts the number of document-keyword pairs 
and send this number to the server

❖ Server gets the number of document-keyword pairs and 
construct a data structure based on N

❖ Output client gets his secret state, server has its data 
structure



Search

❖ (st’, I) <- Search((st, w), D)

❖ Client inputs st and a keyword

❖ Server inputs the data structure

❖ Output client get possible updated st’ and the set of 
documents identifiers that contains the keyword w



Update

❖ (st’, D’) <- ((st, upd) , D)

❖ Client inputs the st and update operation (upd := (add, 
id, w) or (del, id, w))

❖ Server inputs the data structure

❖ Output client gets new updated st, and server gets new 
updated data structure D’



Data Structures

❖ Server Side

❖ Client Side



Server Side Data Structure

❖ Stores document-keyword pairs in a hierarchical 
structure of logarithmic levels

❖ For given N, data structure contains                      levels

❖ For each level it stores up to      entries 2l

log2N + 1



Server Side Data Structure

l = 0 20 = 1

l = 1 21 = 2

l = 4

24 = 16

l = 2 22 = 4

l = 3 23 = 8



Server Side Data Structure

❖ Adding entries is not straight forward.

❖ With a small modification to straightforward way, we 
can have better performance

❖ Lets say N = 16 and see how data structure works on 
addition



Add 1st Entry



Add 2nd Entry



Add 3rd Entry



Add 4th Entry



Add 5th Entry



Add 6th Entry



Add 7th Entry



Add 8th Entry



Add 9th Entry



Add 10th Entry



Add 11th Entry



Add 12th Entry



Add 13th Entry



Add 14th Element



Add 15th Element



Add 16th Element (Last)



Compared to Kamara at. all.

❖ Departs from index-based techniques for SSE (Kamara 
at. all. and other papers), that use an encrypted inverted 
index data structure.

❖ Instead our approach stores document-keyword pairs in 
a hierarchical structure of logarithmic levels, which is 
reminiscent of algorithmic techniques used in ORAM 
literature.



Token Structure

❖ What are we actually storing on the server? Encrypted 
File + Token

❖ Add Token = (w, doc_id, add, counter)

❖ Delete Token = (w, doc_id, del, counter)

❖ Not in a plain text way?? To be able to understand this 
better we will examine the basic algorithm.



Client Side Data Storage

❖ Nothing fancy about it

❖ Client needs to store private encryption key + key for 
each level

❖ Array of keys would work just fine



Reminder

❖ Remember basic structure, we need         storage for 
client side

❖ Search  -> 

❖ Client Side needs            storage 

❖ Is this good? NO

❖ So we need more advanced structure for achieving our 
efficiency objectives.

O(N)

O(N)

O(N)



Advanced Algorithm

❖ We think client has small local storage

❖ In this scenario most straightforward approach is treat 
server as an ORAM, it has too many disadvantages. So 
we use a reminiscent method



Advanced Algorithm



O-Sort

❖ It is based on a merge sort algorithm that merges 2 
sorted halves

❖ Inherits from a sorting network, so it is parallelizable

❖ Allows us to read and write from/to server side 
obliviously

❖ Number of comparators O(nlog2n)



Data Oblivious Sorting (O-Sort)

❖ The algorithm is data-oblivious if the sequence of I/O 
that is performs is independent of the values of the data 
it is processing.

❖ O-Sort is a kind of Merge-Sort

❖ It allows us to sort the data piece by piece in the client 
side (         )

❖ It may sort the same thing more than once

O(n↵)



Search

❖ Old search operation is not                      , lets make itO(mlog3N)



Improving Search
❖ In the new structure, for each tuple (w, id, op, cnt), 

stored at the level l we will also store l* such that

❖ If op = add, entry will be stored i.e. l* = l

❖ If op = del, then l* is the level of data structure that 
respective addition tuple (w, id, add, cnt) is stored i.e. 
l* > l

❖ Then when we are sorting we sort it based on (l*, w, id, 
op, cnt)



Improving Search

❖ Why we added l* ??

❖ It will help us to find holed in the data structure 
easily

❖ It will allow us to do binary search



New Encoding

Server will decrypt



Improving Search



Improving Search



Improving Search



Improving Search

❖ To be able to make our search algorithm more efficient, 
we will change 2a and 2b with algorithm

ProcessLevel(l, tokenl)

Instead of O(N), it will perform the same task in 
O(mlog3N)



Improving Search - ProcessLevel



Improving Search - SkipHole



Improving Search - DeletedSum



Improving Search



Improving Search

❖ Is                        enough?

❖ We promised for 

❖ How can we achieve this?

O(mlog3N)

O(min(↵+ logN,mlog3N))



Improving Search - Hybrid Algorithm

1. Execute S1 until                    addition entries for 
keyword w are encountered

2. Through binary search each level l find the total 
number alpha of addition entries referring to keyword 
w

3. If                           , then execute S2; else S1↵ = w(log3N)

O(log2N)



Performance



Database Size
N DB Size (GB)

50 million 20GB

100 million 42GB

200 million 82GB

400 million 130GB

800 million 202GB



Implementation

❖ Basic Structure of the Algorithm

❖ C#, Visual Studio 2013, Windows 8

❖ i7 2.8 Ghz Processor, 8Gb Ram



Search Timing Results

O(N)



Update Timing Results

O(klog2N)



Conclusion

❖ Still it is not practical enough

❖ If we add verifiability, keyword search takes 
microseconds

❖ Plenty room for improvement
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Thank You

Questions?


